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ABSTRACT
Companies are often motivated to evaluate their environmental

sustainability, and to make public pronouncements about their per-

formance with respect to quantitative sustainability metrics. Public

trust in these declarations is enhanced if the claims are certified by a

recognized authority. Because accurate evaluations of environmen-

tal impacts require detailed information about industrial processes

throughout a supply chain, protecting the privacy of input data in

sustainability assessment is of paramount importance. We intro-

duce a new paradigm, called privacy-preserving certification, that
enables the computation of sustainability indicators in a privacy-

preserving manner, allowing firms to be classified based on their

individual performance without revealing sensitive information

to the certifier, other parties, or the public. In this work, we de-

scribe different variants of the certification problem, highlight the

necessary security requirements, and propose a provably-secure

novel framework that performs the certification operations under

the management of an authorized, yet untrusted, party without

compromising confidential information.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Organizations are often motivated to make public disclosures about

their environmental performance. These motivations may be in-

spired by regulatory requirements, marketing initiatives, or as part

of a broader project of corporate sustainability. The landscape of

environmental and sustainability claims is largely standardized, as

exemplified by the ISO 14000 series of standards. Often environ-

mental disclosures take the form of certifications, which establish

that some agency has reviewed the claim and confirmed its validity.

A prominent example is the ISO 14001 certification, which sim-

ply establishes that a firm has an established policy to review and
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correct its environmental performance. To make a quantitative eval-

uation about the ecological sustainability of a product or service,

approaches that consider the full life cycle of the product are often

used [38]. This form of analysis, known as life cycle assessment

(LCA), is codified in the ISO 14044 standard [23].

Sustainability certification has been shown to lead to poten-

tially significant operational improvements in environmental per-

formance [35]. Firms with more significant environmental impacts

are more likely to have high-quality environmental management

systems [16]. Life cycle approaches can improve the quality of envi-

ronmental disclosures [24] and also provide a framework for firms

to take broader responsibility for the impacts of the products they

make or sell [22].

The ISO 14020 series of standards governs environmental prod-

uct declarations (EPDs), which include public assertions about the

sustainability of products, based on ISO 14044-style life cycle evalu-

ation [15, 32]. EPDs can include both externally certified claims and

self-reported results. Certified results can include both “pass-fail”

binary assertions about a product or process with regard to a set

of criteria, known as “eco-labels,” as well as detailed quantitative

results [17].

The data sets that provide input to these computations express es-

sential information about the operation of a process or production

step [10]. A typical data point could be the quantity of electric-

ity required to output a reference unit of some product. These

data are often regarded as confidential and are typically concealed

through aggregation with other data sets [41, 44]. Engagement with

stakeholders and supply chain partners [36] is often required for

effective consideration of life cycle environmental sustainability,

which accentuates confidentiality concerns and may limit the scope

of information included in the assessment [24].

Despite the importance of data privacy, the LCA community

lacks a formal framework for managing private data, and very

limited number of techniques exist for computing sustainability

metrics that preserve the privacy of input data. In [29], Kerschbaum

et al. introduce a framework for sustainability benchmarking with

the help of an untrusted third-party, however, the proposed solution

has an assumption that the participants do not collude with the

third-party or each other which not might be realistic in the LCA

community. This can result in significant risk to the privacy of

individual data since small organizations might collude with each

other to gain private information against big competitors or vice

versa. We seek to apply recent developments in security and privacy

to the problem of certification of environmental claims even in

the presence of colluding parties. Specifically, we aim to confront

the following challenges: 1) mutually competitive firms want to

gain private knowledge about their environmental performance by

comparing their environmental impact against a statistical metric,

which is a function of the competitors’ performance, such as an

average or maximum; 2) an association of firms wants to enable its
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members to make public, validated claims about their individual

environmental performance in comparison to a cohort or to the

full group, based on private data.

The first of these can be achieved using existing secure multi-

party computation (SMC) protocols (see Section 2). However, to

the best of our knowledge, SMC has never been applied to the case

of sustainability assessment in a completely secure manner. The

second use case is novel and has the distinct requirements that par-

ties be provided with certificates validating qualitative assertions

about their inputs without the inputs being known, unlike most

SMC solutions, these parties not communicate directly with one

another, instead by interacting through a certifying authority.

In this paper, we formally define the privacy preserving LCA cer-
tification paradigm along with its goals, security and computation

requirements. A certification is a quantitative evaluation of the re-

sult of such a computation, or an evaluation of a given contribution

with respect to the result. Unlike in the SMC context where the

individual parties involved need to know some if not all of the other

parties involved, in the LCA context, communication with other

parties might not be possible or is even desirable. Hence, we propose

a novel privacy-preserving certification framework that enables

an authorized party, referred to as certifier, to certify participants

based on industrially well agreed on set of criteria or a common

function without compromising any sensitive/confidential informa-

tion to any other parties even in the presence of colluding parties.

Although the certifier is authorized in the LCA context, it is not

assumed to be trusted, which explicitly requires hiding inputs from

the certifier as well. Moreover, the certifier might collude with some

of the parties. Unlike previous proposals like [29], our approach

is secure even if parties collude with the certifier. Our framework

does not require parties to communicate with each other and aims

to minimize the rounds of communication between the parties and

the certifier. We now highlight some of the distinctive features of

the LCA problem domain and our contributions.

Certification with no trusted entities
Even though the computation is performed by a certifying au-

thority, it cannot be assumed to act as a trusted, unbiased authority,

since the parties may not want to reveal their individual inputs to

any other entity, including the certifying authority. In general, the

certifying authority might need to perform complex computations

and comparisons. It might be possible to perform such computa-

tions with an untrusted authority using advanced cryptographic

tools like fully homomorphic encryption [18], but such techniques

are known to be quite inefficient [40]. An established, computa-

tionally efficient approach for performing the complex computa-

tions required for certification is to use secure co-processors [3]. A

secure co-processor is a tamper-proof hardware, which provides

a non-transparent and isolated computation environment. It cre-

ates a trusted computing environment in hostile environments

and prevents any unauthorized access. Because of these advan-

tages, secure co-processors have been adapted in different contexts

such as encrypted database querying [6, 7] and secure multiparty

computations [25]. However, such hardware is limited in terms

of computational resources and their straightforward deployment

does not solve all the problems. The design of a secure and efficient

framework is still a challenge.

Certification Operations
The certifier will perform secure mean and quantile computa-

tions (will be discussed later in detail) to make public or private

announcements about parties. These are quantitive computations

that allow the certifier to benchmark the performance of parties.

To perform such computations, the certifier needs to perform se-

cure comparison which requires a set of private cryptographic and

secure operations. Performing these computations without compro-

mising security and privacy constraints is a challenge in the LCA

context.

Veracity of LCA data
When multiple parties want to perform a joint computation, the

accuracy and usefulness of the computation rely on the correctness

of the inputs. Verifying the correctness of the inputs is an important

challenge in many contexts. The standard approach in the LCA

context is the assumption of the correctness of the provided inputs,

since the correctness of the inputs are verified via an audit after

the computation [8, 43]. Therefore, the verification of inputs and

the audition of data are beyond the scope of this paper. The main

motivation is to perform computations securely.

We propose efficient algorithms to perform certification opera-

tions for the certification problems-mean, quantile- using the pro-

posed framework. We show that the proposed algorithms are cor-

rect and secure with the assumption of honest-but-curious parties.

Furthermore, we discuss the efficiency of our algorithms both em-

pirically and analytically.

2 RELATEDWORK
Secure multiparty protocols (SMC) are known for computing func-

tions jointly over a set of inputs without revealing any information

about the inputs. In brief, a set of n parties with private inputs

x1,x2, . . . ,xn wish to compute a function f (x1,x2, . . . ,xn ) jointly
without revealing any xi to any other party. After an execution

of this function, the parties learn the correct output but nothing

else, even if some parties try to obtain more information by col-

luding. There are two-party computation protocols that execute

generic functions [34, 46], but these constructions rely on heavy

cryptographic computations and may not be practical [12]. Privacy-

preserving statistics using SMC have been well-studied under the

scope of privacy-preserving data mining[11, 19, 26, 27, 33]. For ex-

ample, Rmind [11] is a tool that computes well-known statistics

privately such as average, mean, median, while [19] proposes a

secure dot product computation using SMC.

Although SMC has a wide spectrum of applications, most ap-

plications require interactive communication among the parties.

Certification on the other hand focuses on a performance evaluation

using some statistical analysis. Our protocols differ from existing

SMC approaches in that they do not require communication and

data exchange among the parties, and instead require the involve-

ment of an authorized (but untrusted) party in the computations to

regulate certification policies.

Involvement of an authorized party requires the establishment

of trust between the participants and the authority. Establishing

trust with an untrusted party is not a new problem in the literature

and several works in different contexts [4–7, 39] rely on trusted

hardware based solutions, e.g. Trusted PlatformModules (TPMs) [2]
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or secure co-processors [1, 3], to establish a trusted computing

environment, which are shown to be quite efficient for specific

applications [4, 6].

Unlike fully homomorphic encryption, which is computation-

ally quite expensive, partial homomorphc encryption has been

shown to be relatively efficient. Examples of partial homomorphic

encryption are the additive homomorphic Paillier [37] and Qua-

dratic Residues [20] public key cryptosystems and these will be

explained in detail later in Section 4.2. The central component of

our protocols is private comparison, which has been well studied

previously [9, 13, 14, 28, 30, 42, 46]. Each technique is suitable to

different settings. For example, while [42] performs comparison

on encrypted data, [14] compares unencrypted values privately.

It is important to note that providing a new private comparison

technique is not in the scope of this paper, it is just one of the main

building tools to develop our protocols for the certification problem.

We adapted our private comparison protocol from Veugen’s pro-

tocol [42] as discussed in Section 4.3. Several recent works [7, 12]

also adopt Veugen’s protocol to solve different problems. Bost et

al. [12] construct machine learning classification protocols over

encrypted data. On the other hand, Baldimtsi et al. [7] propose a

framework, which also benefits from secure co-processors, that

builds on top of searchable encryption techniques to return ranked

results to queries. Our work follows in this tradition, and applies it

to an important new domain, namely environmental certification.

To the best of our knowledge, the closest work to ours is [29].

In this work, Kerschbaum et al. propose a private benchmarking

platform for environmental sustainability with the help of an un-

trusted third party. Although the overall setting seems similar to our

setting, there are fundamental differences in the two approaches

regarding the security of the systems. The assumption in [29] is

that the parties do not collude with each other and the untrusted

party. However, this is not a realistic assumption given the current

competition in the market. The parties might collude with each

other or with the untrusted party to gain private knowledge against

the competitors. The proposed key management scheme in [29]

either allows parties to share the same private key or distribute

the private key among k parties which will later require at least

t of them to be present to decrypt the output. In the case of key

sharing, any party colluding with the untrusted party can reveal

the private inputs of the other parties. Similarly, in the presence

of t colluding parties, it is possible to infer the private inputs of

others if the key distribution approach is applied. Our approach

is secure against colluding parties. Additionally, the certification

process heavily relies on private comparison of inputs. The pro-

posed comparison protocol in [29] relies on [30] which ensures a

weaker notion of security due to the usage of multiplicative hiding.

Our protocols rely on semantically and cryptographically secure

comparison protocols in the certification process.

3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 Privacy-Preserving Aggregation in LCA
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is critical for quantitative evaluations

of the ecological sustainability of a product or service. The com-

putation of results in LCA can be described as a series of matrix

operations in which possible results are activity or output levels

of industrial unit processes, quantities of emissions into the en-

vironment resulting from those processes, or measurements of

environmental impact scores [21]. The calculation of any one of

these values can be described as the inner product of a vector of

input data with a weighting vector of environmental characteristics

[31]. We formulate the private LCA aggregation problem as an

inner product of two vectors:s = w · x (1)

where s is an LCA metric, each element xi of the input vector x
is one party’s private contribution, and the weighting vector w is

determined separately and may be either public or private. In this

paper, for simplicity, w will be taken to be 1, so that s is the sum of

the parties’ inputs.

Consider an international trade group in steel manufacturing

that wants to issue a report that documents the industry’s environ-

mental performance, such as the World Steel Organization’s LCA

study [45]. In the World Steel Organization, the certifier is managed

by a committee, with representatives of the different manufactur-

ers. All the manufacturers want to have a certifier, but since it has

reps for different manufacturers, any given manufacturer cannot

trust the certifier with its info. Conventionally, a report can only

be prepared if the member firms share their confidential informa-

tion with the trade group, allowing it to perform the aggregation

and report the results. If instead the report were determined using

privacy-preserving aggregation, the inputs would remain private,

and firms could use the results privately for benchmarking their

own performance, or publish the results, individually or together.

However, the veracity of the results would be difficult to establish

to the public.

We define a new problem, called private certification, in which an

authorized party, referred to as certifier, can certify the participants’

inputs based on a set of criteria or a common function without

compromising any sensitive or confidential information. The output

of this private computation may be announced by the certifier

publicly or held private; however, the certifier should not learn

any sensitive information during its execution. The certifier would

need to be “trusted” by the public to compute and report results

accurately, but may not be trusted by the parties with respect to

the private data. In the private certification framework, unlike in

traditional SMC, parties are not required to communicate with each
other, but only with the certifier. The parties is not realistic nor

desirable in the certification model, since the parties might not

know each other, and may not want to communicate with each

other.

We introduce two new privacy preserving certification problems,

namely mean and quantile based, which allow firms to make public

or private announcements about their inputs to a secure aggrega-

tion. Here we describe the constraints and requirements of the two

certification methods. The correctness of the certification relies on

the correctness of the inputs. As we mentioned earlier, the parties

are honest-but-curious, i.e. they are honest about executing the

protocol correctly, but curious to learn other inputs. Hence, we can

assume that the provided inputs are correct, which is a standard

assumption in the LCA context, since the correctness of inputs are

verified via an audit after the computation (e.g. [8, 43]). Please note

that in describing the functionality, we use inputs in the clear and
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Figure 1: Overview of Framework Model
ignore cryptographic details. Later in Section 5, we will explain

how to perform these certifications securely.

3.2 Mean Based Certification
In mean based certification, the certifier uses private aggregation to

compute the average of a set of private inputs. Afterwards, the cer-

tifier compares each private input xi with the average and performs

the necessary certification operation, i.e. if a party generates less

than the average, it can seek being labeled as more "eco-friendly"

than its peers; otherwise it can forgo such labeling.

In mean based certification, the certifier computes the average

of n inputs x1,x2,x3, ...,xn , and then certifies the parties either

as below or above by comparing the individual values with the

computed average value.

3.3 k-Quantile Based Certification
Grouping items into distinct groups based on predefined criteria is

a well studied concept in statistics and can be utilized in different

contexts. In the context of environmental impact assessment, this

grouping technique provides performance information about a spe-

cific firm among the set of manufacturers. Being in the top quantile

may be regarded as a prestigious certification that manufacturers

can use to advertise their products with a greater confidence. By

the nature of quantile based computation, the order information

among the groups is revealed but it is hard to conclude which party

is better inside the same group if the complete ranking information

is hidden. It also allows parties increased flexibility to publish top

performers’ results while keeping others private.

In k − quantile based certification, the certifier partitions the

parties into k groups after ranking them based on the provided

inputs. A party with the minimum input will be in the first group

while a party with the maximum input will be in the kth group.

4 SYSTEM MODEL AND BUILDING BLOCKS
We now describe the system model and basic building blocks used

in the paper.

4.1 System Model
The proposed framework contains three main entities: parties, a
certifier, and a computation helper as illustrated in Figure 1.

Parties. Parties are end-users which are the main data (input)

providers to the system. In reality, parties are the competitors in

manufacturing the same product or providing the same service. To

demonstrate the superiority of their product or service, they would

like to be certified by an authorized party. Parties are not aware of

the other participant parties and do not communicate directly with

each other.

Certifier. In this context, the authorized party is called the cer-
tifier. It is the main computation unit of the framework and it com-

municates with all registered parties during the computation. Each

party has to register through the certifier to be able to join the cer-

tification process. The certifier is trusted in performing operations

but at the same time it might be curious to learn some information

about the parties’ data. Therefore, the framework aims to preserve

the confidentiality of inputs throughout the computation against

the certifier and all other external adversaries. To achieve this goal,

the computation is split between two non-colluding computation

units: the certifier itself and a computation helper.
ComputationHelper.The framework needs an additional com-

putation unit other than the certifier to satisfy privacy constraints.

It is called computation helper.
The computation helper aids the certifier compute the certifica-

tion function. The helper and the certifier must not collude, other-

wise, they can reveal the secret data. The helper can be a server from

a different service provider or a secure, tamper-proof hardware that

can be deployed on the certifier site. As depicted in Figure 1, the

framework deploys a specialized secure co-processor like IBM 4764

PCI-X Cryptographic co-processor [3]. These processors have rela-

tively low resources in terms of memory and computation power,

and are invoked to compute relatively small computations. Secure

co-processors provide a non-transparent and isolated computation

environment which fits directly into our model. We assume that the

supplier of the co-processor is different than the certifier and their

marketing interests do not intersect. Several privacy preserving

solutions using a secure co-processor have already been proposed

in different contexts such as encrypted database querying[6, 7]

and secure multiparty computations [25]. Our framework requires

only one round of communication between the parties and the

certifier. Once a party submits a private input to the certifier, all

the remaining communication happens between the certifier and

the secure co-processor (the computation helper). The availability

of fast network communication between the certifier and the se-

cure co-processor is another advantage of our design. When the

secure co-processor is deployed at the certifier’s site, it is realistic

to assume negligible network latency, since communication usually

happens in the order of 1 millisecond.

4.2 Cryptosystems
The certifier needs two additively homomorphic cryptosystems:

Paillier [37] and Quadratic Residues(QR) [20]. The cryptosystem

is called partially homomorphic if it supports either addition (addi-

tive homomorphic) or multiplication (multiplicative homomorphic).

Both Paillier and QR are additively homomorphic which means

given two encrypted ciphertexts, Enc(m1) and Enc(m2), the appli-

cation of the additive homomorphic operation will result in the

decryption of Enc(m1 +m2).

The Paillier cryptosystem is based on the Decisional Composite

Residuosity assumption [37]. We use JmK to denote the encryption

of messagem with the Paillier cryptosystem using a public-secret

key pair KP = (PKP , SKP ). The plaintext space of Paillier is ZN
whereN is the public modulus of Paillier and its homomorphic prop-

erty is Jm1K.Jm2K = Jm1+m2K. In addition, the Paillier cryptosystem
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also supports multiplying ciphertext with a constant, which is ac-

tually the homomorphic summation of input with itself by n times.

On the other hand, the plaintext space of Quadratic Residues (QR)

is bits and [m] denotes the encrypted bit m under QR. The key

pair of QR is denoted by KQR = (PKQR , SKQR ). The homomorphic

property of QR is [m1].[m2]= [m1 ⊕m2].

Basically, Paillier implements the following three functions:

• KP (PKP , SKP ) ← KEYGENPL(λ) generates a key pair. Note
that λ is a security parameter.

• JmK← encPL(m, PKP ) encrypts plaintextm using public key

PKP and outputs encrypted ciphertext JmK.
• m ← decPL(JmK, SKP ) decrypts given ciphertext JmK using
secret key SKP and outputsm in the clear.

Similarly, QR implements the following functions:

• KQR (PKQR , SKQR ) ← KEYGENQR (λ) generates a key pair.

• [m] ← encQR(m, PKQR ) encrypts clear bitm using public

key PKQR and outputs encrypted ciphertext [m].
• m ← decQR([m], SKQR ) decrypts given ciphertext [m] using
secret key SKQR and outputsm in the clear.

For the simplicity, we will omit including keys and security

parameters in the function parameters in the rest of the paper. The

reason for using two homomorphic cryptosystems is efficiency but

only one cryptosystem can be used as long as it is homomorphic

and semantically secure.

4.3 Comparison of Encrypted Data
A primitive module used by many of the problems addressed in this

paper is “comparison”. Take mean certification as an example. The

certifier can compute the average using the homomorphic encryp-

tion scheme. However, the next step is challenging: the certifier has

to compare secret values against the average without learning any

information about neither the average nor the secret values. There

is no efficient and secure way for a certifier to perform the compar-

ison herself. Therefore, we need a collaboration of two parties such
that both will not know the values, but together they will be able to

do the comparison. The proposed framework fits this requirement

and the certifier is able to perform the comparison protocol with

the help of a computation helper.

The certifier has two encrypted numbers JaK←encPL(a) and
JbK←encPL(b) of ℓ bits and the computation helper has private

keys SKP and SKQR . Both JaK and JbK are sent by parties. The goal

of the comparison protocol is to decide whether a ≤ b without

revealing the actual values of a and b to neither the certifier or

the computation helper. Our comparison protocol is adapted from

Veugen’s [42] protocol. The main idea is to compute 2
ℓ + b − a

and check the most significant bit (ℓ + 1). If the most significant bit

equals 1, then a ≤ b, otherwise a > b. As a result of the protocol,
the certifier gets the result of the comparison encrypted and the

computation helper never learns the actual results of the inputs.

Veugen’s protocol has also been adapted and slightly modified by

two recent works [7, 12].

To perform certification either with public or private outputs in

our certification framework, we introduce two private comparison

protocols, namely PRIVATECOMPARE and ENCRYPTEDPCOM-

PARE. They both takes encrypted inputs but PRIVATECOMPARE

Protocol 1 Two party private comparison with Public Output

Input A: JaK, JbK, PKP , PKQR , and SKQR
Input B: SKP
Output: bit t where t = a ≤ b
1: procedure PrivateCompare(JaK, JbK)
2: A: JxK← JbK.J2ℓK.JaK−1 mod N ▷ x ← b + 2ℓ − a

3: A chooses a random number r ← {0, 1}ℓ+σ

4: A: JzK← JxK.JrKmod N
5: A sends JzK to B

6: B: z ← decPL(JzK)
7: A: c ← r mod 2

ℓ

8: B: d ← z mod 2
ℓ

9: A and B privately compute the encrypted bit [t ′] such that

t ′ = (d < c)
10: A: [rℓ+1] ← encQR(rℓ+1) and sends [rℓ+1] to B

11: B: [zℓ+1] ← encQR(zℓ+1)
12: B: [t] ← [zℓ+1].[rℓ+1].[t

′] ▷ t ← zℓ+1 ⊕ rℓ+1 ⊕ t
′

13: B sends [t] to A

14: A: t ← decryptQR(t )
15: return t

announces the output of the comparison publicly, while ENCRYPT-

EDPCOMPARE keeps the result of the comparison secret. Both

protocols require joint computations between the two parties, and

both of them are secure under the honest-but-curious security

model.

PRIVATECOMPARE compares two encrypted inputs and an-

nounces the result of the comparison publicly. The details of the

protocol is summarized in Protocol 1. It is a joint computation of

two parties, the certifier and the computation helper. The certi-

fier has two encrypted numbers JaK and JbK and owns public keys

PKP , PKQR and secret key SKQR . On the other hand, the compu-

tation helper owns the secret key for Paillier, SKP . The certifier

initially computes JxK←JbK.J2Kℓ .JaK−1 mod N and then hides it

with a randomly chosen number, r . r should contain σ more bits

than x . Next, the certifier sends JzK to the computation helper. Note

that unless x was hidden by r , the computation helper could easily

learn the comparison result. After receiving JzK, the computation

helper decrypts it and computes d ← z mod 2
ℓ
. In the meantime,

the certifier computes c ← r mod 2
ℓ
. Then, the certifier and the

computation helper cooperate to compare c and d (t ′ ≡ d < c)
using a private input comparison protocol. Although Veugen also

proposes a private integer comparison protocol in [42], Bost et

al. [12] suggest using the DGK protocol[14] for better practicality.

This private integer comparison procedure is a sub-procedure in

the protocol and either of the proposed protocols can be used in this

protocol. After the execution of the private input comparison, the

computation helper receives the encrypted bit [t ′] as a result. Later,

the certifier encrypts and sends the (ℓ + 1)th bit of r , [rℓ+1] to the

computation helper. Finally, the computation helper computes the

most significant bit of z by computing [t] ← [zℓ+1].[rℓ+1].[t
′] and

sends [t] to the certifier. By using private key SKQR , the certifier

decrypts [t] and announces t publicly.
Unlike PRIVATECOMPARE, ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE aims to

return both the comparison result and its negation privately. EN-

CRYPTEDPCOMPARE is summarized in Protocol 2. As in PRIVATE-

COMPARE, ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE also requires the cooperation
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Protocol 2 Two party private comparison with Private Output

Input A: JaK, JbK, PKP , and PKQR
Input B: SKP and SKQR
Output A: Encrypted Integer JtK where (t = 1) ≡ a ≤ b
9: procedure EncryptedPCompare(JaK, JbK)

Run the steps 2-9 of Protocol 1

10: A: [rℓ+1] ← encQR(rℓ+1)
11: B: [zℓ+1] ← encQR(zℓ+1) and sends [zℓ+1] to A

12: A: [t] ← [zℓ+1].[rℓ+1].[t
′] ▷ t ← zℓ+1 ⊕ rℓ+1 ⊕ t

′

Run re-encryption procedure

13: JtK, JtK← ReEncForPL([t]) from Protocol 3

of both the certification and the computation helper. Although the

protocols appear quite similar, they feature crucial differences in

terms of the initial setup and the computation. The certifier owns

two encrypted numbers-JaK, JbK- and public keys for both Pail-

lier and QR cryptosystem, PKP and PKQR . On the other hand, the

computation helper owns private keys for both Paillier and QR,

SKP and SKQR . Until the private integer comparison, both the cer-

tifier and the computation helper follow the same procedures as

they execute in Protocol 1 (line 2 to 9). Once line 9 is executed,

i.e. the certifier and the computation helper have privately com-

puted the encrypted bit [t ′] such that (t ′ = 1) ≡ (d < c), the
certifier receives the result of the comparison encrypted [t ′], and
computes [rℓ+1]. In the meantime, the computation helper encrypts

[zℓ+1] and sends it to the certifier. Finally, the certifier computes

[t] ← [zℓ+1].[rℓ+1].[t
′] and has the result encrypted. The result is

encrypted with the QR cryptosystem. Thus, the certifier and the

computation helper jointly run the re-encryption protocol that re-

turns both the resulting bit and its negate to the certifier encrypted

under Paillier, i.e. (t = 1 ≡ a ≤ b) ⇐⇒ JtK=J1K and JtK=J0K.

4.4 Re-encryption From QR to Paillier
PRIVATECOMPARE generates the result of the comparison en-

crypted under the QR cryptosystem (line 12 of Protocol 1). The

plaintext space of QR is a bit, i.e. the result is either the encryption

of 0 or 1. Although it is enough for learning the result of the compar-

ison, to rank the inputs privately, our quantile based certification

protocol needs to keep counters for comparison results without

actually knowing the result. Therefore, we need to re-encrypt the

resulting comparison bit to a corresponding integer value which

is encrypted with Paillier. Re-encryption from the QR scheme to

Paillier is performed such that the value of an encrypted bit is not

revealed to any of the parties. Our implementation is adapted from

[7] and slightly modified to meet the additional requirements. As

presented in Protocol 3, to re-encrypt encrypted bit [m], the certifier
selects a random secret bit r , and then computes [sr ]=[m].[0] and
[s1−r ]=[m].[1]. The certifier sends [sr ] and [s1−r ] to the computa-

tion helper, thus, independently of the value ofm, the computation

helper receives the encryption of 0 and 1 every time. Then, the

computation helper decrypts sr and s1−r under Paillier encryption,

and sends Jsr K and Js1−r K back together with their negates Jsr K,
Js1−r K to the certifier in the same order as it received them. Since

the certifier knows r , it uses Jsr K and Jsr K. Js1−r K and Js1−r K are
disregarded.

Note that our comparison and re-encryption protocols are correct

and secure. Due to space constraints, we omit further details, but

Protocol 3 Re-encrypt from QR to Paillier

Input A: [m], PKP , and PKQR
Input B: SKP and SKQR
Output: JmK where JmK = J1K ifm ≡ 1. Else, JmK = J0K.
1: procedure ReEncForPL([m])
2: A chooses a random bit r ← {0, 1}
3: A: [sr ] ← [m].[0] ▷ sr ←m ⊕ 0

4: A: [s1−r ] ← [m].[1] ▷ s1−r ←m ⊕ 1

5: A sends [s0] and [s1] to B

6: B: s0 ← decrQR([s0])
7: B: Js0K← encPL(s0), Js0K← encPL(s0 ⊕ 1)

8: B: s1 ← decQR([s1])
9: B: Js1K← encPL(s1), Js1K← encPL(s1 ⊕ 1)

10: B sends Js0K, Js1K, and their negates to A in the same order

as received, i.e (Js0K, Js1K, Js0K, Js1K)
11: A: JmK← Jsr K and JmK← Jsr K

the intuitions for the correctness and the security can be found in

[7, 42].

5 CERTIFICATION PROTOCOLS
This section outlines how to deploy and perform the certification

operations described in Section 3 in a privacy-preserving manner

on top of the proposed framework model. Basically, n parties want

to be certified through a certifier. To satisfy security guarantees,

the computation helper, an on-site secure co-processor, helps the

certifier execute protocols securely. Note that each certification

problem has its own computation and security requirements, and

these are highlighted explicitly. For simplicity, we assume all n
parties join the computation.

5.1 Private Mean Based Certification
To performmean based certification, the certifier needs to overcome

two main challenges: (1) computing the average of n encrypted

ciphertexts, (2) comparing each private input with the computed

average privately.

Initialization. The secure co-processor executes the KP ←

KEYGENP function to generate a key pair for the Paillier cryp-

tosystem and shares public key PKP with the certifier. Then, the

certifier executes the key generation algorithm for QR, KQR ←

KEYGENQR . After key generation, the certifier sends PKP to all

parties and sends PKQR to the secure co-processor.

Security Requirements. The individual inputs xi will be kept
confidential throughout the certification. In addition to this, the

average value of the provided inputs must also be hidden from both

the certifier and the secure co-processor. The final result of the

computation will be made public. The system should also be secure

against the existence of colluding parties.

Protocol. The parties encrypt their inputs with the Paillier cryp-

tosystem using public key PKP , Jxi K←encPL(xi ), and send the

encrypted ciptertexts to the certifier. After receiving n inputs Jx1K,
Jx2K, ..., JxnK, the certifier executes the MEAN-CERTIFY algorithm

which is presented in Protocol 4. The protocol starts by comput-

ing the summation of the private inputs. Using the homomorphic

property of Paillier, the certifier computes JsK← JsK.X [i]mod N .

This operation yields s ← s + xi and after this is executed on all
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Protocol 4 Mean Certification

Input Partyi : xi and PKP
Input Certifier: SKQR , and PKP
Input Secure Coprocessor: SKP and PKQR
Output: ci (certification result for each party)

1: procedure SendToCertifier(xi )
2: Jxi K← encPL(xi )
3: Send Jxi K to the certifier

4: Each party executes SendToCertifier(xi )

After receiving all inputs, X [1..n] = {Jx1K, Jx2K,...,JxnK}, the
certifier executes the following procedure.

5: procedure Mean-Certify(X [1..n])
Compute the sum of inputs

6: JsK← X [1]
7: for i ← 2 to n do
8: JsK← JsK.X [i]mod N ▷ s ← s + xi

Note that s =
∑n
i=1 xi

9: for i ← 1 to n do
10: Jx̃i K← X [i]n mod N ▷ x̃i ← n × xi
11: ti ← PrivateCompare(JsK, Jx̃i K)
12: if ti == 1 then
13: ci ← Above

14: else
15: ci ← Below

16: Sends ci to Pi

inputs, the resulting computation will be the summation of all in-

puts encrypted with Paillier, JsK. The Paillier cryptosystem does

not support a division operation. Rather than computing the av-

erage, i.e. dividing the summation by n, the certifier normalizes

the inputs by multiplying them by the number of participants, i.e.

Jx̃i K←Jxi Kn mod N . Recall that our main goal is to compare xi with
the average, ie, xi ≤ sum/n. The basic idea for this comparison is

xi ≤
sum
n ≡ xi ∗ n ≤ sum where

sum
n is the average. Recall that

the Paillier cryptosystem supports multiplying ciphertext with a

constant. After normalizing the input, the certifier and the secure

co-processor jointly execute the PrivateCompare function, intro-

duced in Section 4.3, to compare JsK with the normalized input Jx̃i K.
The result of this comparison is known by the certifier in the clear

and the certification is completed by labeling the party with input

xi as above or below.
Correctness. The certifier computes the summation of n private

inputs using the additive homomorphic operation of Paillier which

executes the summation operation over ciphertexts. Because of the

homomorphic property of Paillier, lines 3 through 5 of Protocol 4

compute the encrypted summation of n inputs. Each encrypted

input Jxi K is normalized by taking the power of n under modular

arithmetic, which is equivalent to Jx̃i K←Jxi ×nK due to the Paillier
properties. The comparison of each private input with the average

of n private input is equal to the comparison of normalized input

with the summation of n inputs, i.e.
sum
n ≤ xi ≡ sum ≤ xi × n

where sum ←
∑n
i=1 xi . After executing the private comparison, a

party is certified as above if sum ≤ xi ∗ n. Otherwise, the label is
below.

Intuition of Security Proof. The certifier receives the inputs
encrypted with Paillier from the parties. Since, it does not own

the secret key SKP , it cannot decrypt and learn the actual inputs.

The homomorphic addition is semantically secure due to the Pail-

lier cryptosystem, and the certifier computes the summation en-

crypted under Paillier. The comparison protocol is already proved

secure [42] and does not reveal any information. Recall that the

only restriction on collusion is between the certifier and the helper.

Hence, we need to prove that collusion between the certifier and

any number of parties will not reveal any private parties. Assume

n−1 parties collude with the certifier except party P1. In such a case,
the certifier has x2,x3, ...,xn in the clear and x1 encrypted, i.e. Jx1K.
Throughout the computation, the certifier computes sum encrypted

which is denoted as JsK in Protocol 4. The certifier can compute

Csum =
∑n
i=2 xi in the clear. If sum was in clear, knowing Csum

would help computing s−Csum ≡ x1. However, since s is encrypted,
the subtraction results in JsK.JCsumK−1 ≡Js − CsumK≡Jx1K. As it
can be easily inferred from the result, the colluding parties do not

provide any useful information to the certifier to reveal x1. Hence,
our private mean based certification protocol is secure even under

the existence of colluding parties, since neither the certifier nor the

secure co-processor learn any intermediary results throughout the

computation.

5.2 Private k-Quantile Certification
To split parties into distinct groups privately, the quantile based

certification is performed. Although the quantile computation is

directly related to the ranking of a set of inputs, the certifier com-

putes the k-quantiles privately without learning the ordering of the
private inputs.

Initialization. The secure co-processor generates key pairs, KP
and KQR , for both Paillier and QR. It owns both private keys SKP
and SKQR , and sends the public keys, PKP and PKQR , to the certi-

fier. Then, the certifier shares the public key for Paillier, PKP , with

the parties. We assume that the certifier knows the parameter k .
Security Requirements. Throughout the certification process,

the individual inputs should be kept secret as in prior certifications.

By the nature of quantile computations, the order information

among different groups, i.e. the order of the parties in different

groups, will be revealed. However, the ordering information of

parties inside the same quantile group should not be revealed. We

assume that the parties do not collude in this certification method
1
.

Protocol. Parties encrypt their inputs with Paillier, Jxi K, and
send them to the certifier. After receiving n inputs, the certifier

executes the QUANTILE-CERTIFY algorithm which is presented in

Protocol 5. At a high-level, the protocol privately compares each

possible pair securely. The aim is to construct a private comparison

matrix, where the pairwise comparison is hidden from the certifier

using Paillier. Later, by computing the sum of each column in the

comparison matrix, the certifier figures out the rank of the corre-

sponding parties, which will be used later to split parties into k
groups.

The public pairwise comparisons of all pairs reveal the order of

the inputs, which obviously violates the security constraint. There-

fore, the protocol initially performs private pairwise comparison

1
This is a natural problem of quantile based private grouping. If the parties from

neighbor groups collude with each other, due to the ordering, it might be possible to

reveal the input of non-colluding party in one of these groups.
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Protocol 5 k-Quantile Certification

Input Partyi : xi and PKP
Input Certifier: k , PKP , and PKQR
Input Secure Coprocessor: SKQR , SKP and PKQR
Output: ci (certification result for each party)

1: Each party executes SendToCertifier(xi ) from Protocol 4

After receiving all inputs,X [1..n] = {Jx1K,...,JxnK}, the certifier
executes the following.

2: procedure Quantile-Certify(X [1..n], k)
Private pairwise comparisons of inputs

3: C[1..n][1..n] ←empty

4: for i ← 1 to n do
5: for j ← i + 1 to n do
6: [ti j ] ← EncryptedPCompare(X [i], X [j]) ▷ ti j ←

xi ≤ x j
7: Jti j K, Jti j K← ReEncForPL([ti j ])

8: C[i][j] ← Jti j K and C[j][i] ← Jti j K
9: c[1..n] ← empty

10: for j ← 1 to n do
11: JsumK← J0K
12: for i ← 1 to n do
13: if i , j then
14: JsumK← JsumK.C[i][j]mod N

15: c[j] ← JsumK
16: Choose a random permutation π over {1, ..,n}
17: for i ← 1 to n do
18: cπ [i] ← c[π (i)]

19: R[1..n] ←ComputeBin(cπ [], n, k)
20: for i ← 1 to n do
21: j ← π−1(i)
22: c j ← R[i]
23: Send c j to party Pj

24: procedure ComputeBin(V [1..n], n, k)
25: R[1..n] ← empty

26: for i ← 1 to n do
27: v ← decPL(V [i])
28: R[i] ← ⌈n−vn/k ⌉

29: return R

for all pairs using EncryptedPCompare introduced earlier in Sec-

tion 4.3 which returns the resulting bit [ti j ] of comparison xi ≤ x j
encrypted. Using the re-encryption function, the resulting bit is

transformed to a Paillier scheme. Additionally, the negation of the

result is also provided to the certifier. This will allow the certifier

to construct a private comparison matrix Ci j where i, j ∈ {1, ..,n}
as shown is Figure 2. Briefly, if xi ≤ x j , then the comparison will

return Jti j K= 1 and Jti j K= 0. These results are stored in the indexes

of Ci j and Cji . Consider an example in Figure 2 where x1 = 3 and

x3 = 5. The comparison of x1 and x3 is x1 ≤ x3 ≡ 3 ≤ 5 ≡ 1. Hence,

C13 = 1 and C31 = 0. After comparing all pairs, the certifier com-

putes the columnwise summation of all entries in the comparison

matrix using homomorphic addition. The columnwise summation

will give the number of ones, i.e. the input is greater than or equal

to how many other inputs. Therefore, the summed values in the

resulting vector show the ranking among n parties, i.e. if the entry

x1 =3, x2 =1, x3 =5  

C12 = x1 ≤ x2 = 0 & C21 = 1
C13 = x1 ≤ x3 = 1 & C31 = 0
C23 = x2 ≤ x3 = 1 & C32 = 0

xi ≤ xj 1 2 3

1 - 0 1

2 1 - 1

3 0 0 -

1 0 2

x2 ≤ x1 ≤ x3

Sum

Figure 2: Private Comparison for Ordering
in index i of the resulting vector is 0, that means the input xi is the
minimum input. If it is n − 1, that means xi is greater than all other

inputs and it is the maximum. Consider the example in Figure 2.

After the columnwise summation, the resulting vector is < 1, 0, 2 >,

which means xi is greater than one input, x2 is not greater than
or equal to any of the other inputs, and x3 is greater than equal to

two parties. Hence, the resulting vector shows the ranking of the

corresponding inputs. Recall the certifier does not own SKP ; thus,

it cannot learn the ordering information. To prevent the secure

co-processor from learning the order of the values in the resulting

vector c[1..n], the certifier applies a random permutation π . The ith

element of c is stored at index π (i), cπ [i] ← c[π (i)]. Then, the per-
muted result vector is sent to the secure co-processor. The secure

co-processor decrypts the entries in the permuted resulting vector,

and computes the group of the inputs. After computing groups for

all inputs, the secure co-processor returns the group vector, R, to
the certifier. The certifier can compute j ← π−1(i) which repre-

sents the jth index in the unpermuted order. After unpermuting

the orders, the certifier returns the corresponding results to the

parties, c j ← R[j], where c j is the quantile rank of the jth party.

Correctness. Th certifier first compares all pairs and constructs

a comparisonmatrix such that ∀i, jxi ≤ x j ⇔ Ci j ← 1 andCji ← 0

where i , j. The comparison can be one of the followings: (1) xi <
x j , (2) xi = x j , and (3) xi > x j . For cases 1 and 3, the numbers are

distinct, and the output of comparisons are Ci j ← 1 and Ci j ← 0,

respectively. In case 2, the numbers are equal and it returnsCi j ← 1.

In this case,Cji ← 0. This means xi is not greater than x j . Although
xi = x j , the comparison selects x j greater and ranks it higher.

The columnwise summation of the comparison matrix will form

a resulting vector which shows the ranking of the inputs among

all n parties. The smallest input will have an entry of 0 and the

maximum input will have an entry of n − 1 which says this input

is greater than or equal to n − 1 other entries. Thus, the resulting
vector will have entries from 0 to n − 1 which are the ranks of the

inputs. The correctness of the rest of the protocol is straightforward.

The resulting vector has entries 0, 1, ...,n − 1 in some order. The

secure co-processor decrypts the entries and split inputs into k
groups (quantiles) based on their order among the n parties. For

example, the inputs with entries 0, 1, ...,k − 1 will be in the first

group.

Intuition of Security Proof. The certifier receives the inputs
encrypted with Paillier. The certifier initially compares all pairs us-

ing the function ENCRYPTEDPCOMPAREwhich is followed by the

execution of the re-encryption function. The private comparison

and re-encryption functions are already proved secure in [7] and
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they do not reveal any information. The results of the pairwise com-

parisons are encrypted with Paillier and the certifier cannot decrypt

the results due to its lack of knowledge of the private key, SKP .

To rank the inputs, the certifier computes the columnwise sum-

mation of the comparison matrix using the additive homomorphic

properties of Paillier. Therefore, it does not learn any information

about the inputs and the pairwise comparisons. On the other hand,

the secure co-processor receives the resulting vector permuted. Al-

though it decrypts entries in the permuted vector, it cannot infer

any information about the relationship between the results and the

parties, since it does not know the permutation. At the end of the

certification, groups(quantiles) of parties are public, but neither the

certifier nor the secure co-processor learn any information about

the ordering of parties inside the same group. Thus, the quantile

based certification is secure.

5.3 Private Certification with Private Outputs
So far, the certification results aremade public. As was discussed ear-

lier, mutually competitive firms might want to gain private knowl-

edge about their performances without revealing the result of the

certification to the certifier, the computation helper and other par-

ties. We now describe necessary modifications to perform such

certifications with private outputs.

5.3.1 Mean Based Certifications with Private Outputs. The frame-

work initializes the same setup as in the corresponding certification

with public outputs except that a key pair KQR is generated by

the secure co-processor. SKQR is only owned by the secure co-

processor and PKQR is shared with the certifier. To compare the

private input with the encrypted threshold value, the certifier in-

vokes the EncryptedPCompare function from Protocol 2 until line

12 instead of the PRIVATECOMPARE function inside theMEAN-

Certify function. Line 12 from the EncryptedPCompare function

returns the result of the comparison encrypted with QR, [t], to the

certifier. Since, the certifier does not own SKQR , it cannot decrypt

and learn the result of the comparison. The certifier sends the re-

sulting bits to the parties encrypted. The parties do not own the

secret key SKQR , thus, they need help from the secure co-processor

to learn the actual results. To prevent the certifier and the secure

co-processor from learning the actual results, the parties randomize

their inputs by applying the same logic as in Protocol 3. In brief,

each party chooses a random bit, r , and then computes sr ←[t].[0]
and s1−r ←[t].[1]. Both sr and s1−r are independent from the value

of the resulting bit t . Each party sends their sr and s1−r to the

certifier and the certifier sends them to the secure co-processor.

The secure co-processor decrypts both of them and returns the

unencrypted results to the certifier in the order received. The cer-

tifier also does the same and sends the unencrypted sr and s1−r
to the corresponding party. Since the party knows r , it selects the
correct result. If the result is 1, the party knows the label is above;
otherwise, it is below.

5.3.2 Quantile based Certification with Private Outputs. The
framework uses the same setup introduced in Section 5.2. The

certifier executes the QUANTILE-CERTIFY functions as it is until

line 21 in Protocol 5, where the secure co-processor computes the

groups (quantiles) of inputs based on their order. After the secure

co-processor computes the groups, it encrypts the entries of R
using the COMPUTEBIN function, which are the group numbers

(quantiles) of the inputs, with Paillier. Then, the secure co-processor

returns R to the certifier. Since the certifier does not own SKP , it

cannot decrypt and learn which party is placed in which group. The

certifier executes the rest of the protocol as is and sends the results

to the parties encrypted. The parties do not have the secret key SKP .

Therefore, they need help from the secure co-processor. To hide

the real results (c in this case), each party selects a large enough

random number r , and executes JsK←JcK.JrK which is equivalent

to JsK←Jc + rK. Then, each party sends their inputs to the certifier

and the certifier also sends these inputs to the secure co-processor.

After decrypting JsK, the secure co-processor sends s to the certifier
in the clear. Note that since the random number r is hidden from

both the certifier and the secure co-processor, they cannot learn the

actual group number of the party. The certifier sends s back to the

corresponding party. Upon receiving s , a party executes c ← s − r
and learns the group of the party.

6 PERFORMANCE
To show the performance analysis of our framework and algorithms,

in this section, we present both empirical and complexity analysis

for both the mean and k-quantile certifications.

6.1 Complexity Analysis
Mean and quantile based certifications rely on comparing encrypted

data. This paper proposes two comparisons protocols, PRIVATE-

COMPARE and ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE, which are adapted from

Veugen’s [42] protocol. Veugen discusses the complexity analysis

of the encrypted comparison protocol and shows that encrypted

comparison has a very low computation complexity. The main

computation complexity occurs while two private integers are be-

ing compared. In the same paper, Veugen proposes a Lightweight

Secure Integer Comparison (LSIC) which requires l rounds of com-

munications plus half a round at the beginning. Our prototype also

implements the LSIC algorithm to compare two integers privately.

Both PRIVATECOMPARE and ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE have one

more round for transferring z and [t]. Therefore, our comparison

protocols require l + 1.5 rounds of communications between the

certifier and the computation helper (e.g. assuming a 32-bit integer

domain: 33.5). In addition, the re-encryption procedure requires

one round of communications.

6.2 Empirical Analysis
We implemented a prototype of the proposed framework in Java.

The certifier is run on aWindows machine with i5-2320 3 GHZ CPU

and 8 GBmemory. On the other hand, the computation helper is run

on a machine running Linux with Intel Xeon(R) E31235 3.20 GHZ

CPU and 32 GB memory. Both machines are on the same network

and the average latency between them is 0.1 ms. The parties are

run on the same machine with the certifier. The data domain is

32-bit integers. The conducted experiments measure the execution

time to evaluate system performance by varying the number of

participating parties. The size of the keys for both the Paillier and

the QR cryptosystems are set to 2048 bits.
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Figure 4: Results of Private Quantile Certification
6.2.1 Mean Certification. The mean certification initially com-

putes the average of inputs, and then compares each input with

the average. Figure 3(a) and 3(c) present the execution times for

homomorphic summation and total certification times, respectively.

Homomorphic summation is performed with modular multipli-

cation. It is cheaper compared to encryption and decryption and

this is also validated in our experiments. For very small number of

parties, the average computation is performed in 0 or 1 ms. In the

worst case, the homomorphic summation takes 7 ms (number of

parties = 100). These results are very promising for other privacy-

preserving database applications which need to perform aggregate

operations as part of query executions.

The execution time of the mean based certification is dominated

by the comparisons with the average (Figure 3(b)). The mean certifi-

cation requires n comparisons against the computed average. In our

implementation, the comparisons are sequential, therefore, both

total execution time and time spent in comparisons have linear

behavior. As the number of participating parties increases, the total

execution time also increases. It is possible to perform comparisons

in parallel which will decrease the total execution time, though this

paper does not discuss and implement parallelism. Even without

such an optimization, the total certification times take seconds, with

a maximum of 27.6 seconds when 100 parties participate. This is still

well below a minute, and hence for many applications, especially

environmental certification, is very reasonable.

6.2.2 4-Quantile Certification. The quantile certification requires
pair-wise comparison of each input data, which requires (n2 −n)/2
comparisons. This quadratic behavior causes longer certification

times as the number of participants increases as depicted in Fig-

ure 4(b). The other important sub-procedures inside the quantile

certification protocol are the homomorphic summation of compar-

ison values and the grouping computations. We set k to 4, that

means the parties are split into 4 groups. The computation helper

maps parties into groups in linear time. On the other hand, to get

the final scores encrypted, the certifier performs n2 − n homomor-

phic summations before computing the bins. The certification of 20

participants is performed within 2 minutes though it takes slightly

more than 50 minutes when there are 100 participants. Since this is

an off-line operation, such execution times are reasonable. However,

it is expected to have 20-30 participants most of the time and the

quantile based certification can be done within a few minutes in

such settings, which is pretty efficient.

Discussion. Our algorithms and framework enable achieving

significant functionality with reasonable computation performance

without sacrificing any performance. Our evaluations show the

advantage of the usage of secure co-processors as a computation

helper on site. Recall that the average network latency between the

certifier and the computation helper is 0.1 ms in our experiments,

which makes the cost of rounds of interactions among two parties

negligible compared to the computation cost. An on site secure

co-processor also makes the network transmission time negligible.

Recall that the encrypted comparison operations require l + 1.5

rounds of communication and the mean certification requires n
comparisons while the k-quantile comparison requires (n2 − n)/2
comparisons, which makes n(l + 1.5) and (n2 −n)(l + 1.5)/2 rounds
of communications, respectively. A setting where there is a non-

negligible latency between the certifier and the computation helper

will result in drastic performance degradation. Therefore, a secure

co-processor perfectly fits the proposed model.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formally define the privacy preserving certifica-
tion paradigm to evaluate the environmental impacts of indus-

trial processes privately and propose solutions for two certification

problems-mean, quantile. To perform privacy preserving certifica-

tions without compromising any sensitive information, we propose

a framework, which enables a certifier to certify parties based on

a well agreed upon set of criteria under realistic network setting.

The paper also presents efficient and provably secure algorithms

for the certification. Our prototype demonstrates that the proposed

approach is not only secure but also efficient and practical.

Although the certification process is typically performed off-line,

and hence might not require strict time constraints to complete

the certification process, other applications might require instant

feedback or certification based on the input, e.g., privacy preserving

online auction system. Our framework is shown to be efficient for

such application scenarios as well.
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